IDENTIFYING HIDDEN DEPENDENCIES IN SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
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Abstract. The maintenance and evolution of software systems are highly impacted by activities such as bug fixing, adding new features or functionalities and updating existing ones. Impact analysis contributes to improving the maintenance activities by determining those parts from a software system which can be affected by changes to the system. There exist hidden dependencies in the software projects which cannot be found using common coupling measures and are due to the so called indirect coupling. In this paper we aim to provide a comprehensive review of existing methods for hidden dependencies identification, as well as to highlight the limitations of the existing state-of-the-art approaches. We also propose an unsupervised learning based computational model for the problem of hidden dependencies identification and give some incipient experimental results. The study performed in this paper supports our broader goal of developing machine learning methods for automatically detecting hidden dependencies.

1. Introduction

Maintenance activities such as bug fixes, updating existing features and adding new ones make up the majority of time and costs allocated to a software project. Each of these changes usually affects only parts of the system, and determining the affected components (classes, modules, methods etc.) is not a trivial problem. Impact analysis tries to identify, given a component of a software system, the other components that would be affected by changes to the former [7]. Existing methods for impact analysis usually consider only direct coupling between components, but there also exists indirect coupling [36], which creates hidden dependencies, that cannot be found using regular
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coupling measures. Yet, not identifying them can have serious negative consequences [8].

Analyzing program dependencies has an essential role in program comprehension, change propagation, or impact analysis [22]. The software components need to be understood in the context in which they are defined and this context is expressed by the dependencies between the software components. It is fundamental for the software maintainers to discover the system’s dependencies and make corresponding changes to ensure that change has been correctly spread out and the software remains stable [37]. Among the software component dependencies, hidden dependencies are relationships between two seemingly independent components and are produced by a data flow inside of a third software component [37].

The aim of this paper is to provide a systematic literature review on hidden dependencies identification (HDI), highlighting the difficulty of the problem as well as the limitations of the current state-of-the-art in this field. We are also proposing a new computational model based on unsupervised learning for the problem of hidden dependencies identification. With the broader goal of applying machine learning [23, 24] methods for detecting parts of a software system which are not directly coupled, we also describe the evaluation measures usually used for assessing the performance of methods for detecting hidden dependencies.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The description of the HDI problem, together with an illustrative example, are given in Section 2. Section 3 presents the current state-of-the-art in hidden dependencies identification. Section 4 contains a discussion on the limitations of existing approaches, introduces our new machine learning perspective upon the problem and gives our incipient experimental results. We outline the conclusions of our paper and the directions to continue the research in Section 5.

2. Problem statement and importance

A special class of program dependencies, called hidden dependencies (HD) were introduced by Yu and Rajlich in [37]. The authors have also given examples of the software changes that these kinds of dependencies propagate in the code [37]. HDs are particular type of data flows [31] which have an important role in software maintenance and evolution. HDs propagate changes among the application classes of a software system and these changes are hard to detect. As shown in [31], hidden dependencies are found even in well designed software systems like JUnit, Drawlets, and Apache FtpServer. Thus, it is of crucial importance for software developers to detect and understand such dependencies.
A task of major importance for software developers is to understand HDs since it contributes to ease the software maintenance and evolution process. Among the software change activities that consider software dependencies we mention [31]: impact analysis [7, 27], change propagation [28], regression testing [32].

Data flows are considered to be the basis of hidden dependencies [31]. Since the process of analyzing the data flow in a software is not an easy task, it is very likely that software developers omit HDs rather than more explicit dependencies, introducing, in this way, bugs into the software [31].

The omission of HDs has a major impact particularly for critical computing systems. An example is a bug that was introduced during the evolution of the Minimum Safe Altitude Warning software system (MSAW) and which caused, in 1997, an aircraft crash at the Guam International Airport [9]. It has been shown that a missed HD between two software components which seemed independent has caused the bug in MSAW software: one component activated the alarm at 55 nautical miles and another component deactivated the alarm at 54 nautical miles [9].

The problem of identifying HDs is a very complex one. This is primarily because there is no exact definition for what a hidden dependency is.

Different methods existing in the literature were developed for detecting particular types of hidden dependencies. For example, Kagdi and Maletic considered in [17] that there is a HD between two software entities (methods or application classes) if the entities were changed at the same time in the past. Two application classes were considered by Gall et al. to be dependent [11] if they were changed by the same author and in the same time interval.

Beer et al. [5] have proposed a method for generating test data for problems involving complex linear dependencies between variables. The authors have suggested that software developers could specify restrictions on the values of variables in the source code and use them to generate the test cases. The dependencies that the authors called “complex dependencies” are able to capture semantic information that is hard to detect using traditional techniques for program analysis.

Jenkov defines in [16] a hidden dependency as a dependency which cannot be seen from a class’s interface. Another example of a hidden dependency is the dependency on a static singleton, or static methods from within a method. One cannot observe from the interface if a class depends on static methods or static singletons [16]. These type of dependencies are hard to detect for software developers, they can be discovered only by inspecting the code [16].

2.1. Examples of HDs. As shown in Figure 1, in JUnit 4.4, there is a hidden dependency between the methods getTestHeader() of class Failure (Figure 2) and the method getDescription() of class CompositeRunner (Figure 3).
A *Description* object (see Figure 4) describes a test case or a test suite which is to be run or has been run. After execution, in case of failure, the name is printed after being decoded by the method `getTestHeader()` of the class `Failure`.

The method `getDescription()` creates a *Description* object and encodes `fName` in it. So, the method `getTestHeader()` will return it as a user-understandable label for the failed test. The methods share the test case/suite concept.

A justification considering pre- and postconditions, for the exemplified hidden dependency, is provided by Vanciu and Rajlich in [31].

### 3. Literature review

In this section we present a literature review on the problem of hidden dependencies identification (HDI). Despite the importance of finding hidden...
dependencies, the approaches existing in the literature for this problem have moderate precision and recall values.

There are approaches which use previous versions of the software system and try to identify those classes which were changed together with respect to the same bug report [12]. Gall et al. have introduced in [12] an approach, called

```java
public class CompositeRunner extends Runner implements Filterable, Sortable {

  private final List<Runner> fRunners = new ArrayList<Runner>();

  public CompositeRunner(String name) {
    fName = name;
  }

  public void add(Runner runner) {
    fRunners.add(runner);
  }

  @Override
  public Description getDescription() {
    Description spec = Description.createSuiteDescription(fName);
    for (Runner runner : fRunners) {
      spec.addChild(runner.getDescription());
    }
    return spec;
  }
}
```

**Figure 3. CompositeRunner.java**

```java
public class Description implements Serializable {

  private final Collection<Description> fChildren = new ConcurrentLinkedQueue<Description>();

  private final String fDisplayNode;

  /** Create a <code>Description</code> named <code>name</code> */
  public static Description createSuiteDescription(String name, Annotation... annotations) {
    return new Description(name, annotations);
  }

  private Description(final String displayName, Annotation... annotations) {
    fDisplayNode = displayName;
    if (displayNode != null) {
      fAnnotations = annotations;
    }

    /** @return a user-understandable label */
    public String getDisplayNode() {
      return fDisplayNode;
    }

    /** Add <code>Description</code> as a child of the receiver. */
    public void addChild(Description description) {
      fChildren.add(description);
    }
}
```

**Figure 4. Description.java**
CAESAR, that uses information about previous versions of a system to discover logical dependencies and change patterns among modules. The proposed method is experimentally evaluated on 20 releases of a large Telecommunications Switching System. Information such as version numbers of programs, modules and subsystems together with change reports are used for identifying common change patterns of software modules. CAESAR determines hidden dependencies which are not obvious in the source code, like modules that should be restructured. Instead of using the lines of code for the previous versions of the software, the authors use structural information about programs, modules and subsystems, together with change reports for the releases and their version numbers. The method proposed in [12] has been proved to be capable to identify bugs which were fixed in one version of the system but have appeared again, in other parts of the software, in later versions.

One of the early works is [37], where Yu and Rajlich have transformed System Dependence Graphs into Abstract System Dependence Graphs to determine which class pairs have hidden dependencies. The paper discusses how hidden dependencies impact the process of change propagation and also discusses an algorithm that indicates the possible presence of hidden dependencies. Hidden dependencies are considered to be design faults which contradict the rule “if a class A is unaware of the existence of class B, it is also unconcerned about any change to B”. More exactly, a dependence between Class A and B is a hidden dependence if: (1) class A and B are not neighbors in the ASDG, i.e there is no direct dependence between A and B; and (2) there is a third class C, which is dependent on both classes, and there is data flow inside the class C that occurs between instance of class A and instance of class B. A simple algorithm for determining hidden dependencies is introduced and a JAVA example consisting of three classes collaborating to manage a session is considered.

In 2004, Hassan and Holt [14] have studied change propagation in software development. They have proposed several heuristics to predict change propagation by suggesting software entities that should be modified in accordance to the changes an entity has suffered. The heuristics have been empirically evaluated using historical data related to several open source projects. It has been experimentally shown that co-change data can be used to develop models for assisting software developers during change propagation process.

Orso et. al [25] have performed an empirical comparison of two existing dynamic impact analysis algorithms. Both algorithms use static analysis on the call-graph of the system, but they also use traces from the execution of the system to be analyzed. The first algorithm, CoverageImpact, constructs, for each execution, a vector with as many elements as methods in the system to be analyzed, and simply sets the value 1 for each executed method in this
vector. These vectors are used to determine the list of methods that were executed together with the method(s) that will be changed. This list is filtered using a static forward slice starting from each method to be changed. The second algorithm, PathImpact, constructs a so-called whole-path DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) from the execution traces and this DAG is traversed, starting from the point that denotes the method to be changed, to determine which methods are impacted by the change. The authors have performed experiments using several versions of three Java systems to compare the precision, time and space cost of these two algorithms. The results showed that PathImpact is more precise (it returns a shorter list of methods affected by the changes to be performed in the system), but this precision comes at a significant cost of space (the whole-path DAGs need a lot more space to be stored than the binary vectors) and time. In [4], the same authors have introduced an approach that combines the precision of the PathImpact with the speed and small space overhead of the CoverageImpact method. In order to achieve this, they introduce the Execute After relation, defined for two entities, which is true if the first entity is executed after the second one. An entity can be impacted by a change to another entity only if this relation is true for them. The authors also propose a simple and fast algorithm to compute this relationship for every pair of entities and this can be done by keeping in memory only two vectors having as many elements as entities in the systems. Comparing the performance of this new algorithm to PathImpact, they conclude that it is as precise as PathImpact, but it is only slightly slower than CoverageImpact.

There are many different metrics to measure coupling between components of a software system, but most of these metrics measure direct coupling (according to [34], in a description containing almost 30 coupling metrics, only two mention indirect coupling). Indirect coupling is often considered to be simply the transitive closure of entities in direct coupling, but in many cases such transitive closures contain most of the entities from the system. Since indirect coupling can affect the maintainability of a software system as well, the authors of [34] have proposed an algorithm to detect one type of indirect coupling, which they call use-def coupling. By a simple example, they show that such use-def coupling can occur when a method returns a value (in their example this value is a String representing the type of a book), which is given as parameter to another method (in their example a method which checks whether the type of a book is suitable to the person who wants to borrow it from the library). Even if the two methods are not directly coupled (there is no direct connection between them), if the values returned by the first method are changed, errors can be introduced into the second method. They propose an algorithm to detect for each variable the point where the variable
was initialized (to see the entities to which it is coupled) and implement this algorithm in an Eclipse plug-in, called ICD (Indirect Coupling Detector).

Yang and Tempero investigate in [33] the notion of indirect dependence and argue that it is an important criteria for evaluating modularity. The authors claim the importance of understanding indirect coupling (IC) due to its “hidden” nature. They highlight the importance of determining which forms of indirect coupling may be avoided, arguing that a system with high levels of avoidable indirect coupling is “unmodular” [33]. The same authors, Yang and Tempero extend in [35] their previous study and propose metrics which express the relationship between indirect coupling and maintainability. The proposed metrics are applied to existing Java applications.

While traditional coupling measures cannot be used for finding hidden dependencies, Poshyvanyk et al. [27] have presented how a conceptual coupling measure that considers identifier names, comments and other textual elements of code can be used for impact analysis and can find hidden dependencies as well. The study reports precision and recall around 20%.

Petrenko and Raylich [26] have introduced an interactive tool called JRip-ples which is useful for iterative impact analysis. The proposed tool does not discover HD, the software developer having the responsibility to correctly identify the hidden dependencies during impact analysis.

In case of large software systems, computing Abstract System Dependence Graphs can be expensive, so other approaches which are based on the order in which different methods are called (call trace) have been introduced: if a method is always called after another method, there might be a dependency (hidden or not) between the classes where these methods are, as presented in [31]. Vanciu and Rajlich [31] have proposed a dynamic technique for identifying hidden dependencies. It is based on computing "execute completely after" relations which are filtered based on pre- and postconditions that are generated dynamically. For evaluation, open source software systems like JUnit, Drawlets and Apache FtpServer are used. The authors show that hidden dependencies exist even in well-designed software, like the ones considered for evaluation. For the case studies used for evaluation, the technique proposed in [31] obtained a precision between 46% and 59% for discovering hidden dependencies.

Kirbas et al. [19] have investigated the influence of the evolutionary coupling on defect proneness. A positive correlation between evolutionary coupling and defect measures, such as number of defects and defect density, have been confirmed by numerical experiments performed for a large financial legacy software system. Two evolutionary coupling measures derived from modification requests (MR) have been used in this study.
He et al. [15] have proposed Coverage and Program Structure Slicing (CPSS) as a novel solution to fault localization. CPSS is based on Reverse Data Dependence Analysis Model and integrates Coverage Based Fault Localization (CBFL) and Program Slicing by analyzing the program structure. The proposed method has been experimentally proven to be more effective than existing related methods.

Kouroshfar et al. [20] have studied the effects of architecturally dispersed co-changes on software quality. It has been experimentally shown that the changes involving multiple architectural modules are more correlated with defects than the intra-module co-changes. The study corroborates the relevance of considering architecture in predicting software defects.

Akbarinasaji et al. [3] have proposed a suite of six metrics of logical dependency among source files in a software system. The impact of these metrics on defect prediction performance has been evaluated by applying two learning models, the Logistic Regression and the Naive Bayes, on three different software projects. The metrics have been used as features of the training data, their values being derived from the timestamp information in the change history of files. The experimental results have confirmed that, if the values of logical dependency are high, they significantly improve the performance of the defect prediction models.

Bell [6] has studied the influence of hidden dependencies identification on software testing. The author has shown that increasing the efficiency and the effectiveness of testing through a good knowledge of the hidden dependencies between tests improves the software reliability. In real software systems, there are hidden dependencies between tests, which makes the testing process harder. In such situations, the tests cannot be run in parallel, since they are not independent (i.e. a test outcome is influenced by the execution of other test). It has been shown in the software engineering literature [6] that these dependencies are often difficult and hidden from the software developers. Bell has developed a software system called VMVM for detecting different types of dependencies between tests and has used detected information to significantly reduce the testing time (with around 60% in average). VMVM is a Java implementation of a technique called Unit Test Virtualization, a technique which isolates the side-effects of each unit test from other tests. It is based on a hybrid static-dynamic analysis and automatically identifies the code segments that may create side-effects. These segments are isolated in a container similar to a virtual machine.

Due to the complexity of the HDI problem, there is a continuous interest in the software engineering literature to develop more performant detectors.
4. Discussion

The evaluation measure which is usually used for estimating the performance of a process that detects hidden dependencies is the precision of the detection [31]. The precision of a HDI process is computed as the percentage of dependencies that were correctly reported as hidden. Since the entire set of HDs is unknown, the recall measure is impractical in this context.

After the in-depth analysis of the related work we presented in Section 3, we can conclude that there are a number of limitations of the approaches existing in the literature for hidden dependencies identification.

Regarding the performance of the identification process, the existing approaches have moderate precision values: in [26] the precision ranges from 6% to 18%, [27] reports precision around 20%, while in [4], it ranges from 30% to 40%. An improvement of the performance of HDI is achieved in [31] which reports precision between 46% and 60%.

Besides, some existing approaches rely on historical data, which is not always available (and knowledge extracted from it cannot be used for other projects), or on the creation of different graphs which can be expensive for large systems.

Even if there are a lot of approaches existing in the literature in the direction of impact analysis and hidden dependencies identification, to the best of our knowledge, the applicability of machine learning methods has not been investigated yet. Due to their ability to uncover hidden patterns in data, we consider that machine learning models would be appropriate for detecting hidden dependencies in software projects and that this direction may provide valuable results in the field.

4.1. Our approach. Our first objective to achieve the long-term goal of this research is to investigate how to improve impact analysis approaches. We are planning to reach this objective by developing new coupling measurements to improve the performance of estimating the impacts of future changes in software systems. We aim to capture in the coupling measures both the structural and conceptual aspects of coupling.

Our second research direction will be to propose machine learning methods for detecting hidden dependencies in software systems. As we deduced from reviewing the problem of hidden dependencies identification, none of the approaches from the literature use machine learning algorithms. Out of the existing approaches, using call trace information seems promising. We believe that relational association rules (RARs) [29] can be used to mine relevant patterns in the call traces. Based on our previous experience with relational association rule mining, we consider that RARs have the potential to improve the precision and recall values, since low values make the existing approaches
impractical to be used for real systems. Besides relational association rules, we will also investigate the applicability of unsupervised learning techniques, such as clustering or self-organizing maps [18].

In our view, the problem of HDI can be formalized as a clustering problem. Clustering [13] (also known as unsupervised classification) is able to differentiate groups of similar objects inside a given data set through detecting hidden patterns in data. Thus, we consider that a clustering approach may be useful in detecting hidden dependencies.

Let us consider that a software system \( S \) is represented as a set of software entities, \( S = \{e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_n\} \). Depending on the granularity of the approach, a software entity \( e_i \in S \) can be a software component, an application class, a method or an attribute from a class, etc. The clustering approach we propose for HDI consists of three main steps and is depicted in Figure 5:

- **Data representation.** The software entities and the existing relationships between them (inheritance, dependency, aggregation, etc.) are extracted from the analyzed software system. Each software entity will be represented by a high-dimensional vector. The challenge will be to determine a set of software metrics relevant for deciding if a hidden dependency exists between two entities.

- **Grouping.** The set of entities extracted at the previous step are grouped in clusters using an unsupervised learning method (e.g. clustering [13] or self-organizing map [30]). The goal of this step is to obtain groups (clusters) which will contain software entities which depend on each other (considering both direct and hidden dependencies).

- **HD extraction.** The clusters obtained after the Grouping step will be filtered in order to remove the direct dependencies. The remaining entities from each cluster will provide a list of HDs.

Figure 5 contains a graphical representation of the solution we propose for hidden dependencies identification.

### 4.2. Preliminary experimental results

In this section we give some incipient experimental results which underline the effectiveness of using unsupervised learning for detecting software dependencies. We consider an experiment on an open source software framework, Commons DbUtils (version 1.3), a library consisting of a small set of classes which are designed to make working with JDBC easier [1]. It consists of 22 classes, placed in three packages:

- **default package** - contains the core classes and interfaces of the system.
- **handlers** - contains implementations for the ResultSetHandler interface from the default package.
Figure 5. The proposed solution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Package</th>
<th>Class Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>default</td>
<td>BasicRowProcessor (BRP), BeanProcessor (BP), DbUtils, ProxyFactory (PF), QueryLoader (QL), QueryRunner (QR), ResultSetHandler (RSH), ResultSetIterator (RSI), RowProcessor (RP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>handlers</td>
<td>AbstractKeyedHandler (AKH), AbstractListHandler (ALH), ArrayHandler (AH), ArrayListHandler (ALH), BeanHandler (BH), BeanListHandler (BLH), KeyedHandler (KH), ColumnListHandler (CLH), MapListHandler (MPH), MapHandler (MH), ScalarHandler (SH)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wrappers</td>
<td>SqlNullCheckedResultSet (SNCRS), StringTrimmedResultSet (STRS)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Packages and classes in the DbUtils 1.3 system.

- wrappers - contains two wrappers for the ResultSet class from the java.sql package.

The exact classes from each package are presented on Table 1.

The application classes from DbUtils 1.3 are converted into a text corpus containing the elements of the implementation code (including comments, identifiers, etc.). Then, the corpus associated to the class is represented as a fixed-length feature vector of numerical values. These feature vectors are unsupervisedly learned using the implementation of Paragraph Vector (or Doc2Vec) offered by Gensim [2]. Doc2Vec, a model proposed by Le and Mikolov [21], is useful for expressing variable-length textual information as a fixed-length dense numeric vector (paragraph vector), being an alternative to common models such as bag-of-words and bag-of-n-grams. A first advantage of Doc2Vec
Table 2. The absolute values of cosine similarities between the classes from DBUtils 1.3.

<p>| | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AKB</td>
<td>ALH</td>
<td>ARH</td>
<td>AIB</td>
<td>BBP</td>
<td>BH</td>
<td>BLP</td>
<td>BRP</td>
<td>CLR</td>
<td>DUK</td>
<td>KHI</td>
<td>MHI</td>
<td>MLH</td>
<td>PFL</td>
<td>QFL</td>
<td>QRL</td>
<td>QSR</td>
<td>RPS</td>
<td>SHN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

over the traditional models is that it considers the semantics of the words or, more formally, the distance between the words [21]. Therefore, private will be closer to protected than to boolean. An additional advantage over bag-of-words is that it also takes into consideration the words order, at least in a small context.

In our experiment with DBUtils 1.3, we computed feature vectors consisting of 300 numerical features. We give in Table 2 the absolute values of the cosine similarities between all pairs of feature vectors.

Our focus is to test if an unsupervised learning model is able to capture the coupling relationship between the application classes thus avoiding to limit the definition of coupling to a predefined similarity function (like cosine similarity). A self-organizing map will be used in our experiment as an unsupervised learning model. SOMs [30] are a type of artificial neural network which are trained to provide a low-dimensional representation of the input space, called a map [10]. The main characteristic of a SOM is that it preserves the topological ordering of the input data, more exactly the input instances which are close to each other in the input space will also be close to each other on the output map.

The 22 application classes from DbUtils 1.3 are mapped on a SOM having a torus topology. For visualizing the SOM, the U-Matrix method [18] is used. Figure 6 illustrates the U-Matrix visualization of the SOM trained on the application classes from DbUtils 1.3. The darker regions on the U-Matrix represent data that are similar while the data falling in the lighter regions are dissimilar. Visualizing the U-Matrix for the resulting map, we observe three regions corresponding to the three packages presented in Table 1. The classes from the default package are displayed in red, those from the handlers package in green, while the third package wrappers is marked with blue.
Analyzing the U-matrix from Figure 6 we observe two application classes (RowProcessor and ResultSetHandler) which seem to be misplaced in the handlers package. But these two misplacements are explainable, considering the conceptual coupling measurement we used in our experiment. The ResultSetHandler class is conceptually coupled to the classes from the handlers package and this type of coupling is deduced from its source code. The RowProcessor class is close on the map to the BeanHandler class. Analyzing the source code of the BeanHandler class we found that it contains an attribute of type RowProcessor, which justifies their closeness on the map. Moreover, inspecting the source code of RowProcessor class, we observe that it operates with (Java) beans and this is expressed in its code (identifiers, comments, etc). Thus, the representation of the classes using Doc2Vec captured the conceptual relationship between the classes. We can conclude that the map depicted in Figure 6 empirically confirms our hypothesis that unsupervised machine learning models (the self-organizing map, in our case) are able to express dependencies (conceptual, in our case) between software entities. For capturing the direct coupling between software entities, we should consider not only the conceptual coupling, but also the structural one.

In our experiment we have focused only on direct dependencies, but we are confident that using an appropriate data representation (i.e. vectorial representation of the application classes), a SOM will be effective for depicting more complex dependencies (like hidden dependencies) from a software system. Further work will investigate different vectorial representations for the
software entities which are appropriate for capturing more complex software dependencies.

5. Conclusions and future work

This paper presented in detail the problem of identifying hidden dependencies in software systems, a problem of major importance during the maintenance and evolution of software systems. We discussed about evaluating the performance of the detection process and we identified the main limitations of the existing state-of-the-art approaches.

We proposed a new computational model based on clustering for the problem of hidden dependencies identification. Such a machine learning perspective has not been proposed in the literature so far. As further work we will investigate software metrics useful in the Data representation step from our approach, as well as different clustering algorithms useful in the Grouping step. Regarding the impact analysis, we target to develop coupling measurements which capture both the structural and the conceptual aspects of coupling.
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